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OUR SERVICES
Artistic photo shoot in exclusive characters.

Printing of the customized merch.

Studio shooting.

Yearbook shooting.

Shooting of the photo stories.

Location shooting.

Business portraits.

Content creation photo shoot for social networks.

Specifically-designed photo books.

Customized postcards / stickers.



PHOTO ART
1. Sign up for a photo shoot in our studio; discuss the time and date with our
administrator in advance.

2. A team of professional stylists will help you with choosing the look or character.

3. We will start your photo shoot, creating the most interesting theme-based photo
project.

4. Highly customized express photo printing service! After the photo shoot, you
choose the picture you like to be printed on clothes. Just a little magic and you get
the best T-shirt with your picture.

5. SENSUM ART is an artistic endeavour creating incredible emotions and ultimate
experience.



CHARACTER-BASED
PHOTO SHOOTING

PRINTING WITH
AN EXCLUSIVE DESIGN





PHOTO STUDIO
Every day of our life is a fragment of one big story. Our studio provides photo shooting in 
the concepts customized for each client. At the end of the photo shoot, you will get a 
photo album with one-of-a-kind design and your personal story, preserving the most 
valuable memories.



PORTRAITS



YEARBOOK



THEME-BASED PHOTO SHOOT



KID'S PHOTO SHOOT



OUR PRODUCTS
Our team offers a great variety of exceptional and trend - prefect accessories for any oc-
casion - stickers, gift cards and the creative photo albums. The design of each product is 
unique and well - thought - out. As we create it with loving care!



PHOTO BOOKS



STICKERS



POSTCARDS



MASTER CLASS
The organization of master classes at SENSUM PHOTO ART studio is based on 
enlightenment that promotes the competent use of all the possibilities of professional 
equipment. The program includes the consideration of interesting creative ideas 
dedicated to important aspects of photography. This is an excellent opportunity to 
improve your skills in the art of photography, being inspired by the process of creating 
professional works that will complement the portfolio not only of beginner photographers, 
but also of qualified specialists.





PHOTOART PHOTO SHOOT – PRICES START AT 100 АZN

PHOTO BOOKS – PRICES START AT  100 AZN

DESIGNER CLOTHES – PRICES START AT 50 AZN

PRICE LIST

STUDIO PHOTO SHOOT – PRICES START AT - ОТ 150 AZN

CONTENT CREATION PHOTO SHOOT – PRICES START AT 300 AZN

YEARBOOK – PRICES START AT 200 AZN
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